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Prime Caption
Life is School, Situation is Lesson, and the result is nothing else, Knowing Your Self!
All past; modern, current and future scientific research activities FOUND INFORMATION
RESULTS are reversing knowledge of Kundalini Yoga & Meditation. Ancient art of Kundalini
Yoga Meditation invention, existence & it's usage pre-dates any written & unwritten STUDIES in
the world.
“Your radiance starts and ends at your self;
You are the origin!”
“Compassionate is the greatest thing I found in this earth;
Be Compassionate is the greatest way of life “activity” on who can practice; Safely we can say
all emphasis compassionate in common;
Let’s Compassionate"
"Drop learned and resume innate."
"Knowing Things is EASY, Practicing is Hard because we always FORCE to UN-BELIEVING
And FORGETTING THE TRUTH."
"Life Is Trusting; Trusting One Self Is Way For Switch On Mode For Success."
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"ASTROLOGY or NUMEROLOGY just knowing your path, PSYCHOLOGY is walking your
path."
"Important be responsible on relationship rather then, Being attached on it."
"Planets, faith and other 'belief system' is manipulations tool for one self's for unaccountability of
own deeds."
"Consciously fears is factor for Unconscious and un-intended situation occur."

“When student is ready then Guru will appear autonomic,
it is part of universe existence, Guru recognizable easily,
next is up to your acknowledgement only
of accepting the Guru”
"As mother need to inform child about her position,
Guru also initially needs to tell the status himself to other others,
Only each everyone themselves knows their own achieved status,
No description, debate or comparison can be made on these statuses for whatever reasons"
"Nothing is Yours, You Are Everything"
"Challenging stimulation are natures responsibilities towards
correcting irresponsibility human action."
"Thoughts are measurable and manageable."
"It is not where you are; but it is how you are moving within
determined life molding or achievements."
"Confident is IMPORTANT VEHICLE to lead and have
SUCCESSFUL LIFE Journey."
"A person should continue handle effect with modern medicine,
while handling course with healing presence;
and the greatest and best effort to handle course;
is awakening healing presence inherent in nature,
its inborn attribute since we come into being.
Healing presence is a part of fulfill attribute of the Primordial
SELF or GOD."
"LIFE is CHALLENGING SWEET;
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Can't EAT it,
Try to FEEL it,
It's FREE,
Anyway extendedly you may pay certain FEES, but its OK.
This is the fees/resource paid for your intellectual evolution.
There is great valuable ASSET & Spiritually. Infect that FEES
actually you got it FREELY from here 'UNIVERSAL'."
"Real Happiness also can be found in between
Success and Failure;
Intellectual Evolution is result of experience LESSON;
beyond Success, Failure and Happiness."
"Learning to ROMANCE the opposite side of human psyche is
ART of Blending Dance of opposite."
"Pipe Without PREASURE no Water will come OUT.
Challenging/Though Situation or Scenario is Stimulation for
Releasing Creativity/Ability Unfold from Deep HEART within
HUMAN."
"WE UNDO STRESS “Simple as CTRL+Z in Computer”
FOLLOW BY REDO INTELECTUAL GROWTH “Same like CTRL+Y in Computer”
AND AUTONOMICLY ALL TARGETED ACHIEVEMENT WILL BE DOING ON HIS OWN!"
"Wisdom is realizing the truth within self, and revealing to others"
LIFE is MODERATE
Maintains
On
Dignity
Explore
Reality while
Allowing
Temporary
Experience
"Is not un-usual to found human with both type of psyche
value; (bright and dark side)
Most of time or can be say very infrequently we can meet person
who can accept the truth of one self as it without manipulation
consciously.
If ever one then he/she whom would or already walking the
path!"
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"Success may higher then failure, after or before failure,
Satisfaction is Beyond Success and Failure"
"Knowledge (Vedas), Super Consciousness Mind, Cosmic Library, Universal Truth and
Enlightenment doesn’t fall on any brand of people’s group by just presenting in various types"
"When student is ready then Guru will appear autonomic,
it is part of universe existence, Guru recognizable easily,
next is up to your acknowledgement only
of accepting the Guru"
"It’s a very rare privilege, which we have been taken human birth!
Let Self Power Yoga & Meditation Reveal It."
"We don’t teach you because you know everything. We provide platform/stimulation for you to
resume what you already know"
“Human doesn’t go for training and learn stress to practice into day to day activity and so
nothing to teach about how to forget stress as well.” We just Yoga & Meditation nature will take
care of it!"
"Yoga & Meditation allow you understand and distinguish between stress and tension, Between
"reaction" and "response" as well detach negative energy"
"You give 1 minute to yoga and yoga give you back 1 hour"
"Per day of 1 hour Yoga exercise for 365 days;
lead towards additional healthier life time of 6 months,
that means if you do yoga for 20 years continuously;
your life span added with 10 more years"
"Without yoga and meditation you are not harvesting the fullest benefit of breathing of oxygen"
GL=GL
In life nothing same but everything are;
Whole process of life flow is fluctuating variable except;
GAIN + LOST = GREAT LESSON;
Sum of all GREAT LESSON are for SELF REALIZING.
Which is astonishingly unique formula to even to think or accept about the said consistent
result! “GL=GL”
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